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EDITORIAL
Four names in particular have dominated the Society's activities over the past
season. The Harrison family has for many years had a special affinity with Delius,
so it was a great pleasure and a privilege for a later generation to meet Margaret
Harrison at Mary Ward House on September 17 and to hear her recall, with
minimal prompting from Felix Aprahamian, her friendship with Delius and a host
of other famous names besides. Time has dimmed her remarkable memory not a
jot. It was a pleasure that evening to welcome also Patricia Cleveland-Peck who,
after editing Beatrice Harrison's autobiography, is currently working on a
biography of all four sisters. The autumn double-issue of the Journal was largely
devoted to the Harrisons.
Following the outstanding success of that meeting, Margaret Harrison
generously invited the Society to tea at her home, and it seemed sensible to couple
this with our annual visit to Delius's grave at Limpsfield. Accordingly, on June 8,
a good number of members assembled first at St Peter's Church before making
their way in a convoy of cars along winding Surrey lanes to Horley, a short
distance away, where Margaret invited everyone to roam freely around her house
and garden. Our thanks are due to Patricia and Dennis Cleveland-Peck for
helping to provide such an excellent tea, and to Margaret for making possible so
memorable an afternoon. Quite by chance, as members may have observed from
the inscription on a headstone at Limpsfield, that day happened to be the
anniversary of May Harrison's death. In connection with our annual pilgrimage,
this would be an opportune moment to record the Society's indebtedness to Lilian
and Gilbert Parfitt who have on numerous past occasions laid on a magnificent tea
after the Limpsfield visit. The Delius Society is indeed fortunate in receiving such
generous hospitality from its members.
A notable centenary this year is that of the birth of Albert Sammons, and the
cancellation of the advertised programme for our final meeting of the season
provided an early opportunity for us to pay tribute to that remarkable violinist. It
was our good fortune that, at fairly short notice, the composer George Lloyd and
Betty and Lionel Hill (respectively Sammons' eldest daughter and son-in-law)
readily agreed to discuss Sammons' art at the BMIC on April 7 under the Editor's
chairmanship. George Lloyd remembered studying the violin with him in 1928,
and he had some illuminating comments to make about Sammons' playing of the
Delius Concerto compared with many modern interpretations.
The third name, and one very much in the Society's consciousness at this time,
is that of our former Honorary Secretary, the late Estelle Palmley. Members have
given generously to the Memorial Fund, and after our AGM, which this year took
place at the National Liberal Club in Whitehall, an auction was held of many
items of Deliana which she had left: pictures, scores, concert programmes, books
and catalogues. This increased the Fund to its present total of £1,054. At the
AGM a sub-committee was appointed to discuss ways of administering the Fund,
and at the same time thanks were expressed to all who had contributed.
Quite the happiest event of the season has been our President's 80th birthday,
and the annual dinner was the occasion for the Society collectively to demonstrate
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the very great affection in which he is held. Well over £500 was collected from
members towards a present, and Dr Fenby himself helped the Chairman to
choose the splendid Waterman pen which, together with a cheque for £400, was
presented to him at the dinner. It was particularly gratifying to see him looking so
well, and in a moving speech he laid great stress on the importance of our Society
in promoting the name and music of Delius. He argued convincingly that because
of the relative infrequency of Delius performances today ours is perhaps the most
important of the composer societies. It was a pleasure to have as our guest for the
dinner June Mendoza who very kindly brought her superb portrait of Dr Fenby
for everyone to see. It would be divulging no great secret to add that she has
recently completed an equally fine portrait of one of our Vice Presidents who was
visibly delighted with the result!
We hear from Robert Threlfall that he has recently read the proofs of his
Frederick Delius - a Supplementary Catalogue, which the Delius Trust is planning
to publish by the end of this year. He has explained that, since Rachel Lowe's
Catalogue was first issued in 1974, the Music Archive of the Delius Trust has been
further enriched by numerous important accessions. The new Supplementary
Catalogue, in describing all this matp,rial, will form a sequel to her volume and will
simultaneously add much important information to Robert's own previous
Catalogue of the Compositions of Frederick Delius, which was published in 1977.
All of this will call for a book of about the same size as each of its two
predecessors. It is being produced to the same high standard as the Trust's
previous publications in this field, will be fully illustrated, and will be distributed
as before by Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Limited. It would appear to be
indispensable to all users of the two earlier volumes, which it thus supplements
and brings up to date. In the next issue of the Journal members will be informed
of progress on the Trust's most important project, the Collected Edition.
It is with deep regret that we record the death earlier this year of Jean Rose,
who will be much missed not only at home but also by her many friends in
Jacksonville; also that of Robert Munro from Lafayette, Indiana; and most
recently of our Vice President, Lord Boothby, who will be remembered by many
members for his contribution to the Beecham Symposium that followed the
Society dinner four years ago.
We wish every success to the Deutsch-Britische Musikgesellschaft, founded
earlier this year (by chance on Delius's birthday) by our member Georg
Binzenbach from Cologne, and we are delighted that Dr Fenby has been elected
an honorary member.
In addition to the records discussed in our review section, recently released by
EMI is a selection of 'Delius Miniatures'. Richard Hickox conducts the Northern
Sinfonia in Sleigh Ride, the Intermezzo from Fennimore and Gerda, The First
Cuckoo and Summer Night on the River, A Song before Sunrise, La Calinda,
Irmelin Prelude, Intermezzo .and Serenade from Hassan, Summer Evening, and
Air and Dance on EL270453-1I4 (LP/cassette). Owners of compact disc players
will be pleased to learn that the BBC recordings of the Delius operas should be
available before long on CD.
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GENIAL FASTNESS:
CLEWS AND HIS CASTLE
by Lionel Carley
The Château of La Napoule rises steeply from a rocky promontory to the west of
Cannes, the warm waters of the Mediterranean lapping immediately below its
ramparts. Across the Bay of La Napoule, to the west, wooded heights; behind the
Château, a steep and seemingly conical hill, itself topped by the remains of
another mediaeval fortress. Below the Chateau’s eastern-facing walls, ‘Clews
Beach’; to the north the Avenue Clews; and locked within the genial fastness
itself, the fantasies, cut in stone, alabaster, porphyria, fashioned in plaster, cast
in bronze, of a wealthy American sculptor who spent the last twenty years of his
life restoring and refurnishing a centuries-old near-ruin that had long remained a
lonely landmark on this unspoilt stretch of the French Riviera. Unspoilt, that is,
until well after the death, in 1938, of Henry Clews, the sculptor himself, but
already giving way to the speculative damage of the tourist industry of the postwar
years by the time his wife, Marie, died in 1959. Today the Château’s walls,
enclosing quiet formal gardens, are all that separate the once splendidly-isolated
world of Clews from the teeming beaches, marinas, roads, high-rises, that now
literally besiege it. All the more symbolic the ‘Once upon a time’ that Clews cut
into the stone of his gatehouse and again over one of the Château’s main
doorways - a symbolism that the sculptor himself might today - if only wrylyhave appreciated.

La Napoule : the Château restored

[Photo L.K.Cj
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'Richissime' was a word used by one French writer to describe Clews perfectly aptly in that the sculptor had at his disposal a fortune (deriving in part
from his family's American banking interests) with which he was to bring the
castle to something approaching its present state. He reopened an old quarry
nearby in order to supply his building needs, employed for some years a small
army of masons from the neighbourhood, as well as carpenters, gardeners, oddjob men, all expressly to help him realise a life's dream. His wife played a leading
part in the actual work of restoration, designing, furnishing, organising.
The village of La Napoule, nestling behind the castle, reaped obvious rewards
from its new-found benefactors. The extravagant near-genius of the mercurial
Clews was almost perfectly balanced by the quieter if equally patrician taste and
style of his wife, daughter of an old-established and wealthy Philadelphia family.
The needs of an expanding household had to be supplied, servants were required
for showpiece social functions hosted by Marie. An invitation to the Chateau de
La Napoule was to be sought after, and it did not take long before Henry and
Marie became integrated into Riviera society, where members of the English and
American colonies played leading roles, and the princelings of Europe were
plentiful. The integration was relative, for if Mane was by upbringing,
background and inclination a natural society hostess, Clews himself made more
extortionate demands on his innate abilities and talent. When not supervising
work on the Chateau, he would be at work in his studio, often chain-smoking; he
preferred to decline invitations to the glittering dinners or soirees along the coast
that Marie would frequently attend; on the other hand, when Marie entertained,
his own role would be that of the seigneur of La Napoule, one that he played to
perfection, evoking the ghosts of the past by dressing, like Marie, in the trappings
of mediaeval nobility, and clothing his butler and maidservants in a style
appropriate to the occasion.
While peopling his castle with those who were helping him to raise cloisters,
capitals, parapets and turrets, along with those who served in the re-creation of
the almost feudal world of a beneficent mediaeval court, Clews was also engaged
in peopling the halls, chambers, staircases and galleries of his domain with the
more fantastic creatures of his own imagination. His chisel chipped and fashioned
from wood and stone a whole series of strange beasts, whose existence owed as
much to pure imagination, heavily dosed with symbolism, as to the intimately
observed animal world from which a considerable part of their inspiration was
drawn.
Clawed feet, the folded wings of a bird, humanoid features, fish-scaled limbs,
giant beaks: these lizard Buddhas, often three or four feet high, each blandly
survey the visitor from a chosen niche. With some the regard is benevolent, with
others there is a strong suggestion of baleful malice, of a contempt of the sort that
Clews reserved for most of the fads and fashions of his day, whether political,
intellectual, or merely sartorial. Rejecting with a sovereign disdain the standards
of a large part ofthe world around him, Clews set his own standards, creating his
own world and inventing a jargon to describe and support it. His sculptures
rejoice in titles such as 'The Casinocrat' and 'The Wog of Lizards of La Napoule';
he railed against the twin shams of 'Andocracy' (the tyranny of man) and
'Gynocracy' (ditto woman); and he proclaimed his personal credo as 'Mirth,
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Myth a~d Mystery', words which appear as a stylized MMM on the plinths of
many of his works. Other works, including countless carved reliefs and capitals on
the building itself, bear the incision H , with the H sometimes modified to
incorporate an M for Marie. A major work, dominating the castle courtyard, is a
bronze entitled 'The God of Humormystics', recognisably the Don Quixote with
whom Clews especially sympathised and indeed readily identified.
If the Chateau and its mythical beasts were the sole legacy of Henry Clews, it
would rather be for the Chateau that he would today be remembered.
'Bienfaiteur de La Napoule' is the inscription that the commune's grateful
inhabitants mounted over the vault where he now rests, in a smaller tower on the
Chateau's western periphery. For all their imaginative acuity "md superb
craftsmanship, his fantastic figures, soaking up the creative impulses of a number
of years, leave one wondering what might have remained to us if this man of many
talents had spent more of his time in exploring the dignity of man, however rare
its flowering, than in what might seem to some an embittered destructiveness.
Only the greatest of satirists succeeds in shifting beyond the bounds of anyone
lifetime, in projecting into all time the contemporary society that is his immediate
target. And to satirize in stone? Even Clews must have been aware of the
limitations of his medium, for he took a page out of Aristophanes and wrote a
play, with a preface of Shavian proportions, metamorphosing into the printed
page the chiselled creations of his satiric vein. The title of this curious piece is
'Mumbo-Jumbo'. Jelka Delius translated it into German.
For all this diversity, it is in a relatively small number of sculptures - mainly
portrait busts - that Clews attained most nearly to genius. The best of these
were, in the main, done near the end of his life: The Mayor ofMandelieu, a bronze
infused with a gentle, patriarchal benevolence, a friend understood and kindness
personified, a work that immediately touches, forging a bond of sympathy
between subject and spectator; Comte Gautier-Vignal, another friend, human
dignity and again the wisdom of age, conveyed with a noble degree of reticence
and respect; there are earlier works, where Rodin's all-pervading influence may
be discerned, such as The Blind, Portrait ofSam, The Mother's Hand; and above
all two pieces where the sculptor interprets the genius of fellow creative spirits:
Edgar Allan Poe, a great work of subtle distortions a la Rodin, of brooding
magnificence, a bust where inward torment and resignation give all the
impression of being held in check by the quiet and controlled power of the willa great many of Clews' heads are tilted upwards as if seeking life from the sun not this one, all bowed, and dark.
Last among this pantheon, Delius, a mask of which three versions exist: plaster,
bronze and alabaster. Executed in Paris in 1916, that is to say only a year or two
after the two men became acquainted and tWQ years before Clews bought the
Chateau on the Mediterranean shore, the work is far less a literal likeness of the
composer at that particular period than a subtle interpretation of his character,
and itis this quality that makes the work so admirable and above all so durable.
Clews too often found it hard to resist over-elaboration, the effect of a quiet piece,
bearing contemplation, frequently being nullified by a base or plinth fussed by
title:;, inscriptions, symbols, allegorical figures. The alabaster mask*, simply
inscribed DELIUS 1916, is left to tell its own story; smoother than the bronze,
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more finished than the plaster, it conveys at once the refinement and urbanity of
its subject. Beyond the delicate blandness of the stone lie the signs: the crease
about the lips with that merest hint of a smile tinged with cynicism, the strong
Roman nose and its suggestion of hauteur, the faint line of anxiety on the
forehead, quizzically raised eyebrows, hooded eyelids - for those who know the
composer each trait is recognisable. Only the eyes surprise. They are left blindone might have thought not a portent of what was to come but rather perhaps an
indication of self-containment, of the interior world of the subject, of thoughts
progressively turned inward. In fact, there is some evidence that Clews may
initially have given the piece eyes, and only later removed them.
Frederick and Jelka Delius spent the winter of 1923-24 on the Mediterranean
coast, thanks to a much-needed injection of income in the form of musical
royalties from the phenomenally successful production of Hassan in London.
Delius's health was failing, but three months in Rapallo, where he and his wife
had taken Gordon Graig's villa, brought a distinct improvement, and it proved to
be a happy time that the pair spent for some three weeks at 'Les Brisants', a villa
a mere stone's throw from the Chateau, interrupting the return to their home at
Grez-sur-Loing. They had often visited Henry and Marie in Paris, at their home
at 82 rue d'Assas (now sadly demolished and replaced by a luxury apartment
block); and the American pair had in turn been visitors to Grez. But by now the
break had been a long one, though lightened by a regular and intimate
correspondence.
The Deliuses' period at La Napoule coincided with an intensive phase of the
Chateau's restoration. They came, saw, admired; enjoyed the hospitality of their
friends, sharing with them the pleasure of civilised conversation on a balcony
immediately below the Clews' apartments, under the warm afternoon sun. Below
them the glittering waters of the bay. Such periods of almost unalloyed
tranquillity and hope were almost at an end for them, and blindness and paralysis
were within three years to take a fierce and cruel grip on the composer. Clews and
Delius were never to meet again. Both men during the latter part of their lives
existed in their own kind of splendid isolation, cared for by devoted wives. Jelka
and Marie continued to correspond, but by the arrival of the thirties even this link
was only sporadic. Delius died in 1934 at the age of 72. When Clews died, four
years later, he was just 62. Irony of all, he died far from the Chateau he loved,
wasted by cancer in a Lausanne sanatorium where he had been compelled to
spend his last two years.
Rebuilt as a peaceful haven for an artist and his wife, the Chateau suffered the
twin indignities of investment and bombardment during the Second World War.
Damage was in parts serious, but not irreparable. Marie Clews could not be
ousted, for all the pressure brought to bear on her - clinging tenaciously to a
small, cold apartment in the gatehouse, the body of the Chateau having been
taken over for much of the war by the Italian and subsequently German armies.
The rest of Marie's life was to be d~dicated to restoring the Chateau to its pre-war
state and to creating out of it a museum in which the works of her late husband
could be exhibited in perpetuity and be seen by those who chose to come and look
over the splendid building and its gardens. In 1950 she created a trust, the La
Napoule Art Foundation, which has the objects of preserving the Chateau as a
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Henry Clews, Frederick Delius and Jelka Delius at 82 rue d’Assas, Paris, c.1916
[Photo L. K. Cl

memorial to Henry Clews and furthering Franco-American understanding,
notably through study programmes for groups of American university students.
For many years after her death in 1959, trustee David Colton and his wife
Katheryn continued, one might say lovingly, to uphold the foundation's ideals,
and today’s trustees continue in that same tradition.
‘Once upon a time’ whisper the inscriptions over the doorway and gatehouse,
reminding us of that half-real, half-fantasy world into which the Deliuses were
first introduced by their friends Thomas Beecham and Maud, Lady Cunard, all
those years ago. There were to be forty years at the Chateau for Marie, and for
Henry less than twenty, but the ideal was fulfilled, as another of their friends,
André Maurois, relates: ‘Once upon a time there was an old castle waiting for a
soul and then finding it’; in the magical transformation of the Château de La
Napoule he acknowledged that Henry and Marie Clews had finally created ‘a
thing of perfect and mysterious beauty’.
Illustrated in Robert Threlfall's Delius iconography, Journal 83,p.11
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DELIUS AND AMERICA:
A NEW PERSPECTIVE
by Philip Jones
One of Frederick Delius's earliest influences was the music of America. He is
supposed to have absorbed this for the first time in the early 1880s on his orange
plantation at Solana Grove in north Florida and in Danville's tobacco stemmeries
where he heard blacks singing as they worked. In later life Delius often spoke of
the American blacks' instinctive musicianship and how this prompted him to
compose.
Many Delius scores contain references to America, some expressed in a very
direct manner, others more subtle. There is an obvious reference to his plantation
experience in the closing choral section of Appalachia, where he set a black slave's
song of farewell to his sweetheart before 'going down the river in the morning'; he
hints at the style of a traditional African worksong. No doubt Delius heard
American blacks singing in such a manner.
Peter Warlock's Delius, the first major critical study of the composer, contains
a description of the characteristic singing of black plantation workers: 1
It is unlikely that any of them had ever heard any music other than their own
traditional songs, yet when these were sung in chorus, inner parts would be
improvised with extraordinary taste and skill. Their harmony was not that
of the hymn-book - with which such negro melodies as have been
published are almost invariably associated - but something far more rich
and strange which aroused the enthusiasm of Delius.
Several 19th-century Americans tried to notate the highly improvisatory style of
black singing. In Slave Songs ofthe United States (1867), the editors, Allen, Ware
and Garrison, marvelled at the sounds they heard, which clearly appeared strange
and wonderful to the ears of musicians brought up in a more genteel tradition. 2
They were describing singing heard on the Georgia Sea Islands, about 90 miles
north of Delius's plantation. In a remarkable recording, 'Georgia Sea Island
Songs' (1960), Alan Lomax caught the singing of local blacks and is convinced it
accurately represents plantation singing about the time of Delius's stay in Florida.
His arguments accord not only with the descriptions of those early pioneering
ethnomusicologists but also with Warlock's.
Delius was probably not directly inspired by such music; and it was surely not
this style of black singing Delius was thinking of when he wrote to Elgar in
January 1934: 3
Negroes are certainly the most musical people in America. Sitting on my
plantation in Florida on the verandah after the evening meal I used to listen
to the beautiful singing in four-part harmony of the Negroes in their own
quarters at the back of the orange-grove. It was quite entrancing.
This statement indicates more closely the nature of black influence on Delius.
'Beautiful singing in four-part harmony' is not a characteristic of plantation
singing but is typical of another form, the spiritual.
Delius probably first met spirituals as a boy in Bradford during the 1870s, sung
by the Jubilee Singers of Fisk University, Nashville, Tennessee (a well-known
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DELIUS IN DANVILLE
A Centenary Celebration
by Rolf Stang
Certainly anyone, whether reading the briefest Delius curriculum vitae or having
read of his life extensively, must have paused a moment at the mention of his
sojourn in Danville, Virginia, wondering what that city may be like, if it
remembers Delius, and even if one might ever come to visit and retrace Delius's
steps there. When I heard of Lionel Carley and William P Randel's visit in 1984
and, more recently, the visit of Don Gillespie, it made me determined to go.
The more one knows about Delius, the more one has to think - and be amazed
- by the geographical Delius, not just the musicianly, psychological and intellectual Delius. After all, he spent enough time in Norway, Jacksonville, Florida,
France, his native Yorkshire, Germany, and, of course, Danville, Virginia, to
have been influenced, enraptured, or solaced by their natural characteristics and
extremely varied peoples. Whether the fells of Norway, the flowing currents of
the St Johns River at Solana Grove, the peaceful French countryside near Grezsur-Loing, the moorlands of his home county of Yorkshire, the romantic beauty
of the land of his forebears, the rolling hill-country of the Dan River, or the
contact with the necessarily contrasting music of the inhabitants of each of these
places - they are all there in the music of this open-minded and open-hearted
man, Delius.
To understand better and more fully what could be expected in the musical
psyche of the mature Delius as expressed in his art, one would have to visit each
of these places. The thought <;>f a pilgrimage to Danville crossed my mind often.
1986 marks the 100th anniversary of Delius's stay in Danville and the week of
February 24 to March 2 marked a centenary celebration of the musician and man
with a festival called 'Delius in Danville'. The compelling reason to visit was
there! Not just for this writer, but for many persons of a like mind. Persons from
England, Florida, New York, Maine, Pennsylvania, Georgia and Virginia. And
what a festival week it was. Presented with abundant insight, appealing
innovation, and, most importantly, exceptional musical richness and integrity, it
was an unforgettable tribute to the memory and music of Frederick Delius.
Organised by a committee of culturally oriented and imaginative (and brave)
citizens, it was a remarkable and uniquely successful undertaking on both the
musical and community level. In a country such as ours in which too many people
still think that 'culture' is a once or twice a year event, when the Metropolitan
Opera makes an appearance or a Chinese dance company comes to town, this
kind of endeavour can be pulled off only by the very courageous. The names of
Jean Harper Vernon, Mary Cahill, Gary Grant, Russell Scruggs, Virginia B
Vincent, C Kinney Rorrer, Paul Bond, Mary Jo Davis, Michael C Adcock, Peter
Bay, Samuel Thomas, and Frank Campbell, President of Averett College and
Chairman of the event, as members of the steering committee or participants, are
all local persons who sent us out-of-towners home inspired and mightily
impressed.
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One of the first things I heard Felix Aprahamian say after meeting him a decade
or so ago was this: 'Through the years I have, both as a private music lover and as
critic for The Sunday Times, corresponded with many persons on the subject of
music in general and of composers in particular. I have always been impressed by
the fact that letters from Delius enthusiasts distinguished themselves from the
others. Delians usually have an evolved and eclectic taste in music and tend to be
quite articulate. It cannot be a coincidence. One has to take note.' Certainly the
people mentioned above fall into that category. Their festival had breadth and
depth. I should be embarrassed were the Delians I have come to know through
the years parochial lovers of only one composer's music.
Delius lived less than a year in Danville. Yet, having lived, taught, performed
and, evidently, left an indelible impression upon the place, Delius's stay has now,
due to this celebration, been for the first time very well documented. A gap has
been filled in Delius scholarship. With no tendency towards pretence or
marketing-mindedness, the steering committee made no attempt to overplay
Delius's place in the world of music, nor did they leave any stone untumed in
attempting to reveal his very special uniqueness as an artist and as a rare person
which, for those days a hundred years ago, Delius was.
Delius spoke five languages (unusual for an Englishman or American of that
time or this). When old, blind, paralysed, in constant pain, and therefore
sleepless, Delius was read to, round the clock, from the great classics - in seven
languages. (His favourite in English: Mark Twain's 'Huckleberry Finn'.) What
better person to call upon to discuss this intriguing man than Dr Lionel Carley,
Archivist to the Delius Trust and author of several books on the composer? In a
speech given on Friday evening February 28, Dr Carley, using musical examples
in jovial juxtaposition and drawing from a twenty-year history with the Delius
Trust, eloquently argued the place of Delius in the brightest galaxy of musical
geniuses. He proved himself a great spokesperson for Delius, yet again, to the
sophisticated Delian and a compelling proselytiser to those new to Delius in the
audience. Dr Carley was a perfect antidote to anyone having seen Ken Russell's
film on Delius, 'Song of Summer', earlier in the week. It's a marvellous film, but
since it deals only with the last years of Delius's life and is shocking in its effect at
times, illuminating the other 65 years of his life is of the utmost importance.
Carley, while centering his talk on Danville, managed to give us an overall image
of the Delius admired by a large number of great and fine figures of the highest
repute.
The schedule of events for the week was as follows:
Monday. Lecture by C Kinney Rorrer on the area musical influences on Delius.
Tuesday & Thursday. Ken Russell's 'Song ofSummer', shown in two different
locations.
Friday. Lecture by Dr Lionel Carley in the Pritchett Auditorium, Averett
College (formerly Roanoke College, where Delius taught).
Saturday. 10 a.m. Victorian tour.
3 p.m. Unveiling of historical marker denoting Delius's residence at
North Main and Keen Streets; lecture by Dr William P
Randel; duo-piano Delius Grainger Musicale by Neely
Bruce and Christopher Oldfather; followed by reception.
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8.15 p.m. Concert duplicating an 1886 recital presented by Delius and
Roanoke Female College students.
Sunday. 12.30 - 3.30 p.m. Tour of the Burleigh Plantation in Semora, where
Delius was a frequent guest.
4 p.m. Richmond Symphony in concert, performing the 'Peer Gynt'
Overture, Delius's Piano Concerto and Appalachia, with
piano soloist Michael C Adcock, conductor Peter Bay, with
the Danville Area Chorus. conductor Jean Harper Vernon.

Aside from these events, two receptions - both with marvellous food - were
held, one at Dan Hill Plantation, where Delius often rode, and the other at the
State Bank of Virginia following Sunday's concert. For a boy from Illinois, they
were both elegant and delightful and proved there is good reason to speak of
Southern hospitality as a very special thing indeed.
Before me I have articles from some eight Virginia and North Carolina
newspapers (Danville is situated in the South of Virginia, near the North Carolina
border). Articles by Heidi Flick, Francis Church, Kate Cooper, Will MacDonald
and Frances Hallam Hurt, to name a few of the authors, helped create
anticipation for the Festival week and to orient newcomers to Delius's muse. I
have in my hands no less than 35 newspaper articles from before and after the
Festival. Here are a few of the headlines:
'Delius Festival: good idea, splendid music' - 'Folk music may have
influenced Delius/Rorrer to present letture as part of centennial event' 'Delius' last days chronicled in film' - 'Pianist tuned into Delius' style'
(interview with Neely Bruce, discussing Percy Grainger's arrangements of
the Dance Rhapsody and Song ofthe High Hills) - 'Tour traces Delius' 19th
Century stomping grounds', - 'Book DELIUS IN DANVILLE results
from Cahill research' - 'Archivist to speak' (elsewhere Carley the archivist,
in a Freudian slip, is referred to as 'activist'; fine, in this case they are interchangeable) - 'Composer's life, love, letters on display' - 'Festival draws
far-flung fans' - 'Virginia is pitching a party for Frederick Delius'
When was the press ever this supportive, accurate and so much an equal partner
in a cultural happening? The collection of articles is a treasure.
If years ago there were dissenting voices in Salzburg about having a yearly
invasion of outsiders for a Mozart Festspiel, one might expect a few negative
voices or a sense of disappointment that it was only Delius that spent a school year
in Oanville rather than, let's say, Bach. If this occurred, the sheer momentum of
the steering committee and committed performers must have assured them that
this commemoration was justified.
The day following Or Carley's lecture began with the Victorian Tour. It started
in the Episcopal Church of the Epiphany, whose rector of long ago was a friend
of Oelius. The Victorian and Edwardian homes of 'Millionaires Row' were
visited. These houses reflected the prosperity of this tobacco town during Oelius's
day. This fascinating tour ended in the Thomas Shadrick home, beautifully
restored now.
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The Delius Marker was dedicated at three o'clock and bears the following
inscription:
One block west on Church Street is the site ofthe Henry P Richardson house
where Frederick Delius lived while teaching music at Roanoke Female
College, now A verett. An unsuccessful orange grower in Florida, the
Britisher Delius worked in Danville in 1885-1886 to earn return passage to
Europe where he pursued a musical career, becoming an internationally
acclaimed composer.
William P Randel is both charming and disarming. He spoke of Delius's
American connection specifically, emphasising the importance of the late Gerard
Tetley, editor of 'The Bee', Danville. He pointed out very tellingly that had this
man not done the research on Delius that he did, it would be very difficult, in fact
impossible, to fill in the details of the Delius sojourn in Danville; and that these
threads of history, perhaps insignificant to some, have to be traced and validated
for the sake of community and culture and, therefore, posterity.
Randel's eloquence and humour were followed by the distinguished and
passionate performances of Neely Bruce and Christopher Oldfather playing
works by Percy Grainger (Children's March and Shepherd's Hey) and Grainger's
arrangements for duo-piano of Delius's Dance Rhapsody and The Song of the
High Hills. They were, in a single word, marvellous. Their performance is going
to be recorded as a lasting echo of this Festival.
Virginia B Vincent pulled together the music performed in a recital in which
Delius participated 100 years ago: a Beethoven symphony for eight hands, the last
movement of the Mendelssohn Violin Concerto, a Weber overture. Not easy
music any of it; it was a romp. The house was sold right out and the audience was
all smiles hearing this unusual programming. Songs by Franz were followed by a
trio for female voices with the remarkable title 'The Dragon Flies'. It was by
Bargiel, the poet's name was not mentioned, but both composer and poet were
done full justice by the singers, although this does not mean that we ever really
found out why the dragonflies flew! What a delightful, fun-filled evening it was.
An enormous amount of work and a total success.
Because I asked for and got permission to sing in the Danville Area Chorus in
the performance on Sunday afternoon of Appalachia (I'd never sung in a Delius
choral work before), I missed the trip to Burleigh Plantation. Delius was often a
guest there, and Mary Stuart Long writes: 'The house is estimated to have been
built around 1790 or soon thereafter. Burleigh is a family home and family
portraits hang in many of the rooms. There is one of General Eustace Hunt, a
uniformed ancestor who fought in the war of 1812 ... The completely modern
bath .. was converted from a former bedroom. Burleigh also has the distinction
of an outdoor privy fashioned after an ancient temple from Athens' Acropolis!'
Peter Bay's work was a joy to watch and to hear. It's one thing to do a work of
Mozart for the first time, familiar as we are with the style and personality. It's
quite another thing to take on a mature, idiomatic work of Delius. He, in
conjunction with the pianist Michael C Adcock, gave a marvellous reading of the
Piano Concerto, a work that finds Delius at his most rambling. Adcock brought
the house down. A senior at the Oberlin Conservatory, he was brilliant in this
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work, very authoritative and very expressive. Let us hope, too, that Bay intends
to conduct more Delius.
Standing as I was in the middle of the chorus in Appalachia, I can only say that
the one thing that may surpass hearing Delius from a seat in the audience is to be
standing right in the middle of all that incredibly well orchestrated sonority. The
choral writing is superb, beautifully crafted. Delius expects choral singers to be
really able to sing; no monotonous repeated-note patterns here, and high notes in
profusion. This concert by the Richmond Symphony was a perfect finale to the
week. As a result ofthis astonishingly successful 'Delius in Danville' Festival, the
Danville link in the Delius historical chain has been permanently welded into
place.

_._.
DREAMS OF A SUMMER NIGHT
Scandinavian Painting at the Turn of the Century.
At the Hayward Gallery until 5 October is an exhibition of paintings that
awaken many Delian echoes. There are works by the composer's friends
Munch and Strindberg, and by other artists who, like them, painted at some
stage of their careers in Grez-sur-Loing: P .S. Kr~yer, Richard Bergh, Eilif
Peterssen, Carl Larsson, Bruno Liljefors and Ernst Josephson (a chance to
see a number of works by this painter-poet, whose Black Roses Delius set
as a song). Another friend, Jappe Nilssen, is represented in Munch's
Melancholy; as is Henrik Ibsen in a celebrated portrait by Erik
Werenskiold. And almost certainly another acquaintance was Harriet
Backer, the only Norwegian woman painter on show.
One thing the exhibition perhaps needed was a real general. The late
John Boulton Smith, with his recent pioneering exhibitions in England of
Scandinavian art of this particular period, and with his easy mastery of the
subject, would undoubtedly - had he been commissioned at the planning
stage - have brought more coherence to the theme implicit in the exhibition's main title (both the exhibition and its huge catalogue bear the marks
of committee work); and one regrets for example the absence of any paintings by Christian Krohg, Karl Nordstrom and Albert Edelfelt. But there
are many compensations, and there is no doubting the quality of a whole
range of the pictures just now at the Hayward. Delius would have knownand loved - many of them.
L. K. Carley
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REVIEWS
DELlliS IN DANVILLE by Mary Cahill. 76pp. 39 illustrations. Danville
Historical Society, PO Box 2, Danville, Virginia 24543. $8.50 (postage $1.50
extra).
Exactly why, in the summer of 1885, Delius deserted Solana Grove and journeyed
north from Florida to Danville, Virginia, we cannot tell. It may have been to
escape debts he had incurred, or the desire to make his way as a musician and
teacher, or indeed to earn his passage home. Whatever made him strike north to
Danville has, a hundred years later, happily resulted in both a festival (reviewed
elsewhere in this issue) and this excellently researched book in soft covers which
will tell us all that we are likely to discover of his short stay in that city.
Among the several personalities filled out (and illustrated) in this publication
is John Frederick Rueckert, a seller of pianos and organs, who had studied at
Leipzig and who was the grandson of Friedrich Riickert. His two daughters,
Blanche and Gertrude, became Delius's first Danville students, and fairly soon
Delius was advertising in the Danville Daily Register: 'Fritz Delius will begin at
once giving instructions in Piano Violin Theory and Composition. He will give
lessons at the residence of the pupils. Apply at the residence of Mr J F Rueckert,
or by postal card, care PO Box 454, Danville, Va.'
It was not long before Delius made the aquaintance of Robert S Phifer, head of
the music department of Roanoke Female College, and it was he who arranged
for Delius to teach the College music students, amongst them daughters of the
wealthy planters and businessmen of a district thriving on the busy tobacco trade.
Phifer had also studied at Leipzig, and Delius's intentions in that direction may
well have been further fuelled by his friendship with Phifer, ten years his senior.
The two men had much in common - music, languages, literature, nature, hiking
and travel, and the region surrounding Danville was excellent walking country,
and for riding too which Delius much enjoyed.
Inevitably there were female friendships. There was Jean Armistead (later Mrs
Venable) whom Delius taught harmony and counterpoint. With Virginia Ann
Watkins, one of Delius's students at the College, there were rumours of an
attachment. When Beecham toured the States with the RPO in the 1950s, after a
concert she presented him with a faded photograph Delius had sent her. She had
torn it in half but, never feeling able to throw it away, had pieced it together. (It
forms the cover illustration.) Seven letters are printed in full towards the end of
this book: three from Delius to Gertrude Rueckert (1886,1889,1890), two to him
from Robert Phifer (1894, 1910), and two from Mrs Venable (1909).
During that stay the only musical event Delius participated in of which there is
any record is a College concert in March 1886 at which he performed the last
movement of the Mendelssohn Violin Concerto.
By June 1886 Delius was sailing home, but on his second American visit in 1897
he called on the Phifers in Danville, and with his fellow voyagers Halfdan Jebe
and the Princess de Cystria (under assumed names), gave a concert about which
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the Register reported that 'Mr Delius was very happy in his accompaniments, and
his old friends in the city were pleased to hear the evidence of his talent as a
composer'. In 1910 Delius sent a copy of Appa/achia to his old friend Robert
Phifer who died later that year.
With an historian's thoroughness, Mary Cahill, herself a resident of Danville
since 1925, has brought into focus the city in which Delius stayed for several
months, following in his footsteps and spotlighting as many persons as Delius is
known to have been acquainted with. For the general reader she has also briefly
sketched in the rest of Delius's life. These fruits of her intermittent twelve-year
research make a valuable contribution to our understanding of the composer.
S.F.S.L.
[To assist UK members, the Society is placing a bulk order for this book. For
details of ordering a copy see the enclosed leaflet.]

THE MUSIC OF E J MOERAN by Geoffrey Self, with a preface by Vernon
Handley. 288 pp., with 30 photographs and 100 music illustrations. Toccata
Press. £15.
Hard on the heels of Lionel Hill's personal memoir of E J Moeran (reviewed in
Jouma/89) comes this study of the music, a book that has been much needed, and
as such is to be welcomed. Yet the welcome has to be a qualified one.
Geoffrey Self is clearly a Moeran enthusiast, seeing the Cello Sonata and Cello
Concerto as the peak of his late development, and even going so far as to rate the
Cello Concerto alongside the Elgar and the Dvorak. This study takes a
chronological approach, being at the same time semi-biographical, with the last
two chapters dealing in turn with Moeran's character and the significance of his
music ('The Moeran Meaning' as the chapter is curiously entitled). Six appendices
include a classified list of works (restricted to instrumentation, dates of
composition and publication, and - where applicable - source of text); a
bibliography; a personalia that might more usefully have been confined to
footnotes; a note on the dating of the posthumous string quartet and another on
missing works; and the composer's own note on the Symphony. There is a
generous allocation of music examples, and many excellent photographs of
Moeran not previously published, including one unusual cover illustration of him
sporting a beret basque a la Warlock.
Mr Self leans fairly heavily on other commentators whom he quotes freely but
not always accurately. For example, in his study of Warlock's music, Ian Copley
does not, as Self asserts, compare Mr Bel/oc's Fancy with Moeran's Bank Holiday
which is not even mentioned by Copley. Similarly Self gives chapter and verse for
where Copley is supposed to show that Moeran's Farrago grew out of Heseltine's
researches into renaissance dance music; yet again the Moeran work is not once
mentioned in Copley's study, neither is it included by Self in the list of works (its
instrumentation was the same as the Serenade, for those who wish to pencil it in).
Warlock never suggested that the Mass of Life is to be compared only with the B
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Minor Mass; and it is grossly unfair to dismiss Moeran's Stalham River (surely a
better piano piece than Self allows) merely because it fails to match up to a
description quoted of that Norfolk region when that description is not even the
composer's own but is in fact Christopher Palmer's verbal sketch ofthe setting for
another work, Lonely Waters! (It is a pity that Self did not quote what Palmer has
to say about Stalham River. )
Mr Self follows other writers by stating that Moeran enrolled at the RCM in
1913 and returned there after the war from 1920 until 1923 with John Ireland as
his professor of composition. Yet the College records show that Moeran was there
from September 1912 until July 1914, and - surprisingly - only from February
to April 1921. And since Ireland was first engaged 'temporarily' in May 1922 and
was not fully on the staff until 1923, it seems more likely that Moeran was a private
pupil of Ireland's for most of his post-war student days.
It is common knowledge that Moeran sustained serious head injuries in the
First War, with shell particles lodged dangerously near to the brain. But quite the
most revealing fact to emerge from Mr Selfs study is that Moeran had a plate
fitted into his skull. This adds a deeper understanding to Moeran's behavioural
instability and the effect that alcohol had on him.
More contentious is the interesting suggestion made by Mr Self that the
Symphony might be regarded as some kind of Requiem for the First War. Moeran
was working on a symphony scheduled for performance in 1926 but failed to
complete it. In 1921 he had collected the Norfolk folk-song 'The Shooting of his
Dear' which he arranged in 1923. Mr Self not unreasonably assumes that the slow
movement of the Symphony (1937) dates from 1924 (though 'irrefutably dates
from 1924' is pitching it too strongly) and finds a chord sequence in the folk-song's
brief piano introduction reappearing tellingly in the Symphony movement. He
then sets about tracing any similarity between the folk-song and the Symphony,
rather after the fashion of Enigma sleuthing. But here, unlike the Enigma case,
there is no written clue, not even a cryptic suggestion, that this or any folk-song
should be the actual basis for the Symphony, and after sifting through the
evidence that Self musters, one is inclined to reply like Elgar, 'No, it won't do'.
Moeran was after all a magpie composer - he would steal ideas without realising
it (look how perturbed he was when Bax pointed out the obvious Tapiola
borrowing in the Symphony), he imbibed and assimilated folk-song into his own
musical language , and he could even quote himself unconsciously (Ex 63 (a) and
(b) in Selfs book are surely no more than that). So it is not surprising for Moeran
to use a striking chord sequence again within a short period, neither is it surprising
that contours and elements of folk-song should be traceable in the Symphony.
What is surprising is that he did not anywhere quote (even in part) the folk-song
in question and, if the theory is true, that it does not 'fit' better. One might just
as easily argue that Rhapsody No 2 is a lament for lost youth because its theme in
the slow section closely follows that of the song 'In Youth is pleasure' composed
the following year.
Influence spotting is an easy game to play with Moeran, as for example with the
numerous Sibelian parallels in the Symphony. Mr Self makes many interesting
comparisons, such as the Brigg Fair passage in Moeran's First Rhapsody, though
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he misses an even more obvious influence in the same work, where at the opening
the clarinets almost quote from Asie in Ravel's Sheherazade. The processional
passage in the Symphony's last movement does indeed bear some similarity to
Elgar's Second Symphony, though surely a much closer model for these pages is
the last movement of Ireland's Piano Concerto at figure 51. It is rather farfetched, though, to see in the solo violin's high descent in the Concerto a
reference to Bax's Third Symphony (Moeran does much the same thing again in
the Symphony's first movement). Ex 46 (b), incidentally, is clearly from the Harty
and not the Mendelssohn Violin Concerto.
An unfortunate shortcoming of this book is the omission of a number of
important sources that would have corrected or amplified many facts as well as
filled some gaps. The bibliography omits several of Moeran's own writings. The
Norfolk folk-songs he collected and printed in the Folk Song Journal in 1922 are
dutifully listed, but no mention is made of a similar group of Suffolk folk-songs
printed in the 1932 Journal. Strangely absent from the narrative is the name of
Patrick Hadley, friend and fellow train enthusiast and Delius admirer, whose The
Trees so high (1931) merits at least a mention in reference to the Symphony's slow
movement, being actually based on folk-song and no doubt similarly East Anglia
inspired, and furthermore having a fragment of a theme in common.
Yet in spite ofthese reservations, this is a book that Moeran enthusiasts will not
want to be without. It is hardly a definitive study of the music for there are many
aspects that require deeper investigation. Heseltine's literary influence on
Moeran is not touched on, for example, and folk-song deserves at least a chapter
to itself. But there is much that is good in this book and readers will be grateful to
Mr Self for pointing the way in Moeran studies.
S.F.S.L.

DELIUS: Florida Suite; North Country Sketches. Ulster Orchestra, Vernon
Handley. Recorded in Ulster Hall, Belfast on 28-30 August 1985. Chandos
ABRD1150, ABID1150, CHAN8413.
Although Beecham's last Delius recordings date from nearly 30 years ago, they
still dominate the scene to an extraordinary degree. He, of course, took (with the
composer's willing approval) a highly personal view of the music, altering tempi,
dynamics and phrasing when he felt the music needed it and in effect creating his
own performing edition; a conductor who dutifully takes a 'clean' score, on the
other hand, can be faced with all sorts of problems such as wrong notes, absent or
ambiguous tempo markings or ineffective dynamics, and has necessarily to start
from scratch.
Here we have a score from each category: in fact Florida is only available in
Beecham's 'revised and edited' version, which he himself produced on a 1959 disc
whose popularity has kept it in the catalogue ever since (currently HMV
EM2903233). I am glad to find Vernon Handley, who has had some disparaging
things to say about Beecham's Delius in the past, wholeheartedly embracing this
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version even to the extent of adopting Sir Thomas's cuts in the first movement,
because it has enabled him to produce something commendably close: speeds are
almost identical, what should be heard is heard, and with Beecham's expansive
phrasing in general faithfully observed, this tuneful and evocative early score
emerges at its best.
North Country Sketches is a different matter: no Beecham score exists, and his
old mono version is unavailable at present, though there is an alternative from Sir
Charles Groves and the RPO, a 1975 recording which has always struck me as his
best Delius disc (HMV ED2900261). He and Handley, taking their own
decisions, acquit themselves well in the first two movements; the trouble starts in
the 'Dance', unhelpfully marked merely 'Mazurka tempo' by Delius where
Handley in particular adopts a measured approach and seems unable to
accommodate the frequent sudden slowings and quickenings; Groves is generally
more pliant, though neither places the final climax as unerringly as Beecham. It
is in 'The March of Spring' that the kaleidoscopic beat of a Beecham is missed
most, though: nobody judges the solo oboe interlude as well as he nor
manipulates the all-important woodwind with anything approaching his art.
Handley is simply too slow (Delius says 'not dragging', but it does) and Groves is
more convincing here.
Chandos's new recording is splendid and the Ulster Orchestra plays to the
limits of its ability: I wish they had been involved in Handley's earlier Delius discs.
Lyndon Jenkins

MUSIC FOR THE CELLO: Delius Cello Sonata, and works by BACH,
BOCCHERINI, BEETHOVEN, POPPER, SAINT-SAENS and FAURE.
Julian Lloyd Webber (cello) with Clifford Benson (piano). Recorded at the
Church of St George the Martyr, Queen Square, London on 29 March 1973. CBS
MP42235 (LP) and MPT42235 (cassette).
This is a digital remastering of Julian Lloyd Webber's debut album which was first
released on the educational label, Discourses, and recorded not long after he had
completed his studies at the Royal College of Music. The most substantial piece
in this recital is the Delius Sonata, a work with which he has become especially
associated and which he has widely performed. His interpretation of it may have
matured over thirteen years, but this reading is a fine one. He moves the work on
more than in his later recording, made with Eric Fenby, with an overall timing
that is here about three minutes shorter. Where the later performance is more
elegiac in tone, this one is rather more purposeful, yet still able to relax in the
contemplative passages. Lloyd Webber's enthusiasm for Delius is evident too in
the sleeve notes (which are his) in which he counters many of the charges made
against this work.
The remaining items make up an enjoyable programme, especially Faure's
beautiful Elegie. The recording quality is perfectly acceptable.
S.F.S.L.
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CORRESPONDENCE
From: Meredith Davies CBE, Principal, Trinity College of Music

I am sure you will be interested and pleased to know that Honorary Fellowship of
this College (Hon.FfCL) was conferred on Friday 18th July on Dr Eric Fenby by
our Patron, The Duke of Kent. I enclose a copy of the 'citation' read out at that
occasion; His Royal Highness in his speech also referred to the courageous
decision which Eric made as a young man.
Referring to another matter - the letter from Mr West, Hon Secretary of the
Kilvert Society, which appeared in Number 88 of the Journal: I well recall Mr
Gilbert Heins, the proprietor of the music shop in Hereford. He was very active
in re-starting the Hereford Orchestral Society in the 50s; I think it was the viola
he played - but alas I never thought then of talking to him about Delius!

Dr Eric Fenby
The story of Eric Fenby's service to the life and music of Delius has become
legendary and immortalised him in his own life-time. I would like to draw
attention to his many services to music in ways which may be less well-known
- his editing and performances ofDelius's music, and his unstinted guidance
and assistance to any student and performer ofthat composer. But, not least,
we recognise the many patient years he has given to the teaching of
generations of music students. His eightieth birthday this year has been
celebrated with rightful acclaim, and we are proud that he should join our
company as an Honorary Fellow of the College.
From: Eric Fenby OBE, President, The Delius Society

[The following letter was addressed to the Chairman, Rodney Meadows, and is
printed here at Dr Fenby's particular request.]
The Society's AGM Dinner in honour of my 80th birthday was a most significant
and joyous occasion for Rowena and me. What a thrill it was to be greeted with
such affection by members of the Society which has come to mean so much to us
since its inception nearly a quarter of a century ago.
I was very touched on reading the signatures and typed names on the Greetings
Card of those who had subscribed to the superb Waterman presentation pen and
generous cheque which you so kindly handed to me in their name. Please thank
them all most warmly for me. The pen, which I shall treasure, is being suitably
inscribed.
The characteristic eulogies from two of our oldest and wittiest members, Dick
Kitching and Malcolm Walker, added lustre to an evening we shall ever
remember.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Tuesday 16 September at 7 p.m.

BMIC, London

Delius Society talk: 'Delius in Virginia' presented by Professor William Randel
whom we are delighted to welcome on a visit from Maine, USA.
Saturday 20 September at 7.30 p.m.

The Octagon, Bristol Polytechnic

Joint meeting of the Delius and Elgar Societies, South West Branch, with guest
speaker Dr Fenby. Details from Alice Jones, Bristol (0272) 569237.
Sunday 12 October at 7.30 p.m.

Leipzig, GDR

Tasmin Little performs the Delius Violin Concerto with the Gewandhaus
Orchestra, conducted by Kurt Masur, in the Gewandhaus, Leipzig.
Wednesday 22 October at 7 p.m. Mary Ward House, 5 Tavistock Place, London

Delius Society talk: 'Conductors I have known' presented by Dr Fenby.
Saturday 8 November

Ravensdale, Weston Underwood, Derby

Delius Society Midlands Branch meeting: piano recital by Robert Threlfall.
Further details from Branch Chairman, R B Kitching, (033528) 60798.
Monday 24 November at 7 p.m.

Delius Society talk: 'James Farrar Palmer.
Saturday 29 November at 7.30 p.m.

BMIC, London

a Delius lover' presented by Christopher

Leytonstone, London

Concert of the Forest Choir, conductor Murray Stewart, with the Orchestra of St
lames of London, including HoIst's Fugal Overture, Delius's Violin Concerto
(soloist Manoug Parikian) and Finzi's Intimations of Immortality, at St Margaret
and St Columba's Church, Woodhouse Road, Leytonstone, London Ell. This
concert is given with the support of the Delius Trust.
Wednesday 10 December at 7.30 p.m.

Royal Festival Hall, London

First performance of Delius's American Rhapsody, Appalachia (with the missing
page in the autograph full score reconstructed by Philip Jones). Royal
Philharmonic Society concert, also including Elgar's Violin Concerto (soloist
Nigel Kennedy) and Vaughan WilIiams' Symphony No 9. Edward Downes
conducts the LPO.
Further details of Delius Society events from Programme Secretary, Brian
Radford, 21 Cobthorne Drive, Allestree, Derby. (0332) 552019 (home) or (0332)
42442 ext. 3563 (work).

